Using Magnet AXIOM to Identify Artifacts
for eDiscovery
How RVM Enterprises Uses AXIOM to Reveal and Report Evidence to Stakeholders

THE CHALLENGE
The eDiscovery process tends to uncover massive amounts of data,
even within a given timeframe or targeting particular keywords. The
digital forensic examiners who support the attorneys involved in
litigation need to be able to assess the evidence for relevance, quickly
identifying artifacts and sources that may be of interest.
This process is only as effective as tools that can keep up technology’s
rapid evolution. As law firms’ clients adopt new ways of doing
business and day-to-day work, forensic examiners need three things:
• To be able to identify all relevant information from all possible data
sources, including encrypted devices and cloud services.
• A way to narrow the information down and validate their efforts
as they review the evidence more deeply.
• The ability to present their findings in a clear, understandable manner
to non-technical stakeholders.

It is critical to act and respond to new
developments in this field, and Magnet
AXIOM is a product that is reliably in the
forefront of identifying and cataloging the
latest information. AXIOM is a good fast tool
for quick initial overview of generally relevant
artifacts. It is helpful for quick information
delivery with minimal human time.”
—Evan Fuest, Computer Forensic Examiner, RVM Enterprises Inc.

COMPANY OVERVIEW

RVM Enterprises Inc. provides eDiscovery and
consulting services to global corporations
and US law firms across industries and
in both the private and public sectors. Its
broad range of services include internal
investigations and litigation readiness,
forensic data collection, and advanced data
analytics on cases involving intellectual
property and trade secret theft, fraud,
employee misconduct, misuse of corporate
assets, and harassment and abuse.

HOW AXIOM HELPS
AXIOM is vital to eDiscovery and litigation support because of its responsiveness to rapid technological
changes, particularly the sheer number of artifacts it identifies, acquires, and analyzes. Updated on an
ongoing basis, these artifacts are as diverse as cloud-based Microsoft® Office® 365 accounts, messaging
apps like Skype for Business and Slack, Windows® OS, and other standard artifacts—which can all be
combined in a single case.
The ability to find the important evidence within these artifacts—and the capacity to present case findings
to stakeholders—is what sets AXIOM apart. Clear reports that offer the most important details about
identities, accounts, browser histories, mapped network shares, and other artifacts can help reduce
inevitable delays so that stakeholders can focus on other aspects of litigation. AXIOM’s easy-to-read,
understandable reports help to offset many challenges that can arise during litigation support, such as
uncooperative custodians.

SEE AXIOM IN ACTION FOR YOURSELF
If you’d like to learn more about Magnet AXIOM and how it can help you run smoother investigations, visit
magnetforensics.com/magnet-axiom. While you’re there, you can learn more about the product, request
an in-depth personal demo from an AXIOM expert, and request a free 30-day trial version.
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